A new triangular "finite element" is described; it involves the 12-parameter family of all quartic polynomial functions that are "tricubic" in that their variation is cubic along any parallel to any side of the triangle. An interpolation scheme is described that approximates quite accurately any smooth function on any triangulated domain by a continuously differentiable function, tricubic on each triangular element.
it remains to determine when a31x3y + a22x2-y2 + al3xy3, a3nxgy2 + a23x2y8, and anx3ya satisfy it. Simple calculations show that the last two only satisfy it in the trivial case an = a23 = an = 0, but that 0 + -) y xy(-)(Ax + By) = 0 kax OyJ (2) 1. CHARACTERIZATION For piecewise polynomial interpolation of class C' in a triangular complex, or polygon which has been subdivided into triangles, it seems appropriate (see section 3, below) to use a function whose restriction to any triangular element ("2-cell" or "2-simplex") is a tricubic polynomial, namely, a polynomial that is cubic on parallels to each side of the triangle. These are precisely the functions which, in each such triangle, are left invariant under the projectors Pi of [1, section 5] . In this note, a few of their basic properties will be noted; I believe that they are the basic building blocks of a useful class of finite element approximations; they can be defined as follows.
Definition. A function u(x,y) is tricubic on a convex domain r when it is cubic on all parallels in r to each of three nonparallel lines (4) Notice that (#j, -aj) 1 (aj,#j), and that the families of parallel lines along which the functions are cubic are the level lines of the linear functions Asx -ajy (parametrically, the lines x = a + act, y = b + #it, along which t2x -ajy = 0a -acb = const.) Theorem 1 solves the Characterization Problem of determining all functions that are tricubic with respect to three given directions.
INTERPOLATION IN TRIANGLES
We now define an Interpolation Problem for which they provide the solution. Again, for algebraic simplicity, we consider first a special case. This time we take for r the triangle A with sides x = 0, y = 0, and x + y = 1. We first suppose given (u,ux,uy) (or, equivalently, u and Vu) on all three vertices. By the standard theory of (cubic) Hermite interpolation, these data determine uniquely (cubic polynomial) boundary values on each of the three sides of A, and use up 9 of our 12 free parameters.
On the other hand, it is also known (see [3 ] , [4, p. 223-225] , or [5] ) that there exists a one-parameter family of cubic polynomials u(x,y) whose values are given cubic functions on the sides of A, compatible (i.e., the same) at the corners. If c(x,y) is any one of these, the others have the form c(x,y) + a xy(1 -x -y) = c(x,y) + X ca(x,y), where c,(x,y) is any nontrivial cubic polynomial that van- ishes on all three sides of A.
Combining the preceding (known) result with Theorem 1, we obtain (after affine transformation) the following second result. THEOREM 2. The tricubic functions that have given values and gradients at the corners of any triangle are given by any cubic polynomial that has these values and gradients, plus a function of the form R(x,y) = (Ax + By + C) f (Ox -awy -t), (5) where A, B, C are arbitrary constants and the edges of the triangle satisfy Oix -ay -y = 0.
For instance, in the triangle A with vertices (0,0), (1,0), and (0,1), R(x,y) = (Ax + By + C) xy(1-x -y).
Using the preceding result, one can give a very simple additional trio of conditions on cross-derivatives, one at each corner, taken parallel to the adjacent sides. For example, in the case of the triangle A, these are 02/dxXcy at (0,0), 02/Ox (x -y) at (1,0), and 02/OyO(x -y) at (0,1). Evidently Rxx(0,0) = C; to evaluate the others is less simple. We consider next the vertex (1,0).
Since y and (1 -x -y) both vanish at (1,0):
at (1, 0) . This gives Rx,, (1,0) = A + C whence, by symmetry, the third cross-derivative is Ry,,-(0,1) = B + C. Since C, A + C,tB + C are linearly independent combinations of A, B, and C, we see that, given u and Vu at the vertices, we can assign the three cross-derivatives independently. Taking into account the covariance of the cross-derivatives, etc. under nonsingular affine transformations, and using Lemma 2, we conclude the following result.
THEOREM 3. Given the values, gradients and cross-derivatives parallel to the adjacent sides at each vertex of a triangle, one and only one tricubic polynomial(cubic along parallels to the sides) is compatible with them.
This defines a well-set Interpolation Problem for triangles, analogous to that for bicubic Hermite interpolation in rectangles. It defines thereby an interesting, apparently new class of triangularfinite elements having 12 degrees of freedom.
INTERPOLATION IN TRIANGULATED COMPLEX
We now come to our main problem: that of matching these elements compatibly along "seams", so as to achieve a practical scheme for interpolating to given values and gradients at the vertices ("mesh-points") of a general triangulated complex (or "triangular mesh") by a piecewise polynomial function of class C' and reasonably low degree (and hence dimensionality). Actually, this problem* provided the motivation for many of the constructions of the preceding sections.
Suppose that we wish to approximate a given smooth function v(x,y) defined on a closed polygonal plane domain F by a piecewise polynomial function ueCc(F). Let r be a triangulation of F, which partitions it into triangles Al of maximum diameter h. The results of the preceding sections show that we can interpolate to v and Vv, as well as its cross-derivatives, at all the vertices of the subdivided polygon (r,p), by a piecewise tricubic function u(x,y) = TT [v] . Since each interpolating tricubic function is a quartic polynomial, its gradient is cubic.
Since the gradient and its derivative are matched at each vertex; it follows that the gradient Vu of u = T., [v] IV-uel . KojrJ4 and IVv -Vurl < Klrvi. (7) It is here assumed that the angles of all triangles involved are bounded away from 00, and hence from 180°. In practice, We now define a set of piecewise tricubic polynomials to be (globally) Cl-compatible in (F,r) when they define a function of class C, on r. For this, it is sufficient by the results of the preceding section that, at each vertex x, we have for some Fried, coauthor of a previous solution (see [5] , [6] , and [4, Fig. 8d]) of the problem discussed in section 3, based on the use of quintic polynomials.
More precisely, (9) asserts that the piecewise tricubic polynomials defined in the triangles having the common vertex x are locally C2-compatible at x, in the sense that they could be obtained by piecewise tricubic interpolation to some uEC2(r). In short: local C2-compatibility at all vertices implies global C1-compatibility for piecewise tricubic functions.
At each vertex, we can assign arbitrarily the six parameters uuxuABC. It may be that different choices of A,B,C lead to the same Cl-compatible piecewise tricubic function, because they yield the same adjacent-edge cross-derivatives (9) in all sectors; an extreme case occurs when el = (1,0), E2 = (0,1), eg = (-1,0), e4 = (0,-1) and the cross-derivatives are all ±uy. We define the local Crrank of (r,Tw) at x to be the number p < 3 of linearly independent adjacent-edge cross-derivatives constructible by (9). We define the local C1-rank ur > p > 1 to be the number of linearly independent sets of O2u/feiOej+1 which are locally Cl-compatible in the sense that they give the same 02u/Onas and hence the same tangential derivative d(Vu)/Os at x across every edge.
At interior vertices, typically n = 6 and p = 3 and so (for very fine meshes) there are about 6m linearly independent piecewise tricubic functions if (r,Tr) has m vertices and so about 2m triangles and 3m edges. At boundary vertices, because of the strong likelihood that solutions of elliptic problems will not be of class C2, it will often be advisable to require only local Cl-compatibility, which will give a slightly larger approximating subspace.
In all cases, one can construct a basis of patch functions for the approximating subspace, whose members satisfy u = uX = uv = A = B = C = 0 at every vertex except one.
These will clearly vanish except on triangles that contain the specified vertex.
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